Abstract-Of interest here is the influence of imperfections on the stability ofelastic systems. discrete or continuous. with nearly simultaneous modes. The majority of such structures show an extreme sensitivity of their first instability load to the shape of these small amplitude but unavoidable imperfections. The determination of the worst such possible shape is thus a very important issue from the design standpoint. Following a general analysis of the stability of arbitrary elastic systems with nearly simultaneous bifurcation eigenmodes in the presence of imperfections. conditions are given for the determination of the worst imperfection shape which minimizes Ihe first local load manimum. For the case of coincident eigenmodes Ihe answer 10 the worst shape problem is considerably simplified. for it is determined from the equilibrium branch of rhe perfect structure on which the load drops more rapidly.
cast. An asymptotic analysis for the stability of the equilibrium solutions in imperfect structures with nearly simultaneous modes by means of calculating the lowest eigenvalue of the stability operator has not been prcscntod up to date. to the best of our knowlcdgc.
The above mcntionc~l asymptotic stability analysis is subsequently employed in the formulation of the worst impcrfcction shape problem, for which the necessary conditions arc dcrivcd.
The outline of the prsscntation is as follows: Section 2 presents the asymptotic equilibrium and stability analysis for the pcrfcct structure with simultaneous eigcnmodes using the ahovc described L-S-K approach. Although the results of this section are known [e.g. IOOSS and Joseph (19x0) ]. their prcscnt~~tion is indispens~lble for the development of the subjcot. The symmetric multiple bifurcation stability analysis. which is also of practical intcrcst (its applications include plates. frames etc.) has only been presented so far under the somewhat more rcstrictivo conditions oflinear prebuckling [see Byskov and Hutchinson (1977) who arc mainly interested in the eyuilibrium of these structures]. Hence the general prcscntation of the symmetric case is adding to the interest of this section.
In Section 3, the ~isymptotic L-S-K analysis is generalized to include the imperfections.
One dilliznce in the results obtained here from what is usually presented in the existing
literature, is the distinction of two diCerent control parameters: one, denoted by E, is related to the geometrical (in a more general sense) shape of the structure and the other, denoted by <, characterizes the critical load spacing of the interacting eigenmodes. This last parameter, tsrmcd here the mode separation parameter, is also called the splitting parameter by Thompson and Hunt (1973) and is an average measure of the difference in the critical loads of the nearly simultaneous-and thus intcracting-eigenmodes. The first instability load is found for both asymmetric and symmetric bifurcations where E, [ # 0.
Section 4 investigates the issue of the worst imperfection shape. Necessary conditions
arc found which maximize the difference between the critical load of the perfect structure and the first inst~~bility load of the imperfect one over all the possible shapes of the geometric impcrfcction. For the particular case when the mode separation parameter is negligible compared to the geometric imperfection amplitude (E # 0.; = 0) and when a particular choice of inner product is used for the admissible displacement space, the above mentioned conditions simplify considerably. It is shown that the worst shape always corresponds to a maximum load and that it can be found by determining the bifurcated branch with the stcepcst loitd drop in the perfect structure with the simultaneous modes. This particular result was proven using ;I different approach by Koiter (1976) [see also Ho (197411. For the gcncral case E. i f 0 the worst imperfection shape problem requires the solution of II more complicated problem which also depends on the adopted parameterization of the equilibrium equations.
An asymptotic lower bound for the maximum load drop is also provided in this case.
The novel results in this paper are essentially derived in Section 4. The material presented in the previous sections (and which is indispensable for the analysis in Section 4) although known. is scattered in various places in the engineering and mathematics literature and treated under different notations and often using unnecessary restrictions. We believe that the presentation of this material using a unified and concise approach under the least restrictiveconditions possible brought together in one reference also serves a useful purpose.
The presentation is concluded by a discussion of the general results obtained in this work.
BIFURCATION AND STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE PERFECT STRUCTURE
The essential features of the problem are embodied in the perfect structure with the simultaneous eigenmodes at bifurcation. The analysis of the imperfect structure with the nearly simultaneous eigenmodes requires finding the multiple equilibrium paths of the perfect structure and the determination of their stability. Consequently. this presentation will start with the study of the bifurcated equilibrium paths of the perfect structure.
In the present work, only nonlinear elastic structures arc to be studied. To this end.
consider a structure whose potential energy is given by R(u. I.). Here u denotes the displacements of the structure from the stress free reference configuration and belongs to a vector space of admissible functions denoted by I/. In the applications of interest, an inner product can be defined on U, and the inner product of 11,. 11~ E U is dcnotcd by (11,. w,). The corresponding norm is Ilull = (u.u) "2 Moreover the scalar L dcnotcs the load paramctcr . (2)
The second relation in (2) expresses the fact that ; is one of the m simultaneous eigcnmodes of the stability operator of the perfect structure at criticality while the first relation in the same equation indicates that the critical point is a true nt-fold birfurcation point and not an extremum load point. In almost all the applications of interest in structural and solid mechanics, the number of the simultaneous eigenmodes of the stability operator ( tThe various funclional (Frechet) derivatives of the potential cncrgy with respect to u arc dcnotcd by a subscript ).. while the ordinary partial derivatives with reswt to L arc dcnokd by a subscript ( ),i.
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%. TIUA%TMLLIUIS and R. PEEK at criticality is finite. The third condition in (2) (where ti,, = I if i = j and a,! = 0 otherwise) ensures that the eigenmodes form an orthonormal set. This property will facilitate some of the subsequent calculations.
Further simplification can be achieved by choosing a specific inner product. as will be described later.
The 
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In addition. it follows from (I ). (2) and the continuity. with respect to the load parameter. of the stability operator evaluated on the principal equilibrium path, that at criticality the stability operator must hc positive scmidefinitc on (1. This implies its strict positive dcfinitcncss on . f 'I. Thus thcrc exists ;I real number s( > 0 [unrclatcd in gcncral to the one dcfinctl in (I)] for which :
Tbc sought displ;tccmcnl II is thus rcplaccti by an cquivalcnl se1 of unknowns (IS. <,) and the solution to the equilibrium equation ~4," iilr = 0 proceeds in two steps: first I' is determined as ;I function of AL (A2 E E. -i.,) and 5, from the equilibrium equation in I " Then the resulting I* is used in the remaining equilibrium equation on 1.. This proviclcs the relation between A>. and c,. The equilibrium equations that have lo be solwti ilrc :
A~,, = O=.tY,,,(l:(i.,+AL)+ 1 f,;r+r.;.,_+Aj.);d = 0. i= I ,,.., ~1.
From (4) it follows that (j), has a unique and adcquatcly smooth solution r(<,. A1), at least in the neighborhood of the critical point (I?(;.<). i,). The Taylor series expansion 01 this solution is : m ((<,,A;) = 1 <,r,+Ai.r*i+ <,<,r,,+ZA\i. c ,',r,;+(Aj.)'r,, +...
Upon substitution of (6) into (5), and subsequent evaluation of its Taylor 
Evaluating (16) at the critical load one has in view of (7) Upon substitution of (38) into (37), and ;I subscqucnt Taylor series expansion
about (i,. AL. <. E) = 0 one obtains by collecting the terms of the like orders in these variables the following results: since from (30). 6( U. LO, 0) = b(u. i.) all the terms in the expansion of (37), of 0(<P(Ai)4). i.e. the terms which do not contain any powers of E or <. coincide with those found in the previous section for the perfect structure [see equations (7)- (9) 
This result could have also been obtained from the O(cp(Ai)q) terms in the expansion of (37) I. The remaining terms in the expansion for C, i.e. P,. I';~. c,,, c;,. V, etc., are given from equations of the type (&,v, + &,, C)Sr = 0 can all be determined uniquely since the operator operating on the unknotin function is always c?'&, which is invertible in view of (4). Upon substitution of the thus found I!( <,. AL. i. E) into the remaining equilibrium equation (37), and after using (30). (2). (7). (8). (34). (39) The solution for the nr equations in (40) for the m+3 unknowns I&, A1. i. c can be expressed as a function of three parameters t, A and Z. This parametrization is by no means unique, but it turns out to be convenient. In analogy to the perfect case, two casts will be distinguished : first the asymmetric case, for which &,,k # 0 at least for some triple{ of indices (i, j. k). In this case the adopted parametrization is : For fixed values of A. 2 the above system of m+ I equations for the nrf I unknowns a?,',.?, has at most 2"' real solutions. A tedious but straightforward calculation shows that the unique continuation of each solution found in (42) for the O(<') and higher terms in (40) is assured when : To complete the study of the imperfect structure with the nearly simultaneous buckling cigenmodcs one has also to investigate the stability of the equilibrium paths. Of all the equilibrium paths found ncarcriticality. only the one that passes through the initial unloaded state II = 0, i. = 0 will be investigated, since it is the actual path that the imperfect structure is going to follow during the loading process. It will be shown that the actual equilibrium path is unique and stable near i. = 0 (or equivalently as A + -co). As the loading progresses, i.e. as 2. increases away from zero (or equivalently as A increases away from -cn), there will be a load i,. which is called the snap-through load, for which theequilibrium branch in question will lose its stability, usually due to the attaining of a local load maximum. The value of A, which obviously depends on C, E and E is very significant for the design of structures that exhibit multiple eigenvalues at criticality, for it represents the maximum load attained by the actual structure before becoming unstable. As for the perfect structure, the stability of an equilibrium solution will depend on the sign of the minimum eigenvalue /?""(<,A.Z) of the corresponding stability operator #.UU(~. A, i, ~6). In analogy to (20) . the definitions for each one of the m lowest eigenvalues B (<. A, Z) 
By introducing (38) into (37) and recalling (2). (7)-(g). (30). (38) 
In the above equation the nr x nz matrix &, is given by (43) and for the asymmetric bifurcation case, this matrix is a nonsingular one which ensures (in conjunction with the symmetry of this matrix) that all the eigcnvalues PI are real and nonzero. Consequently, if /??'"(A, Z) is the minimum eigenvaluc of fi,,, then the required lowest eigenvalue#?"'"(<, A, Z) of the stability operator 8,"" is given by :
The choice of r > 0 is in agreement with the assumption that A + -co as ,I 4 0. Moreover. for the actual equilibrium path one can easily show that it is stable as A + -co. Indeed. in view of the boundedness of &'(A, Z) and the assumption that &ii; is a negative detinite matrix, as A + -x then B,, + Acf",,i. which is a positive definite matrix. As the loading progresses (as i. increases away from zero), it reaches a value. say j., = L,+Ai.,. gives :
whcrc 17, """ is the lowest rigcnvalue of the matrix fi,, which is given in this GISC by (-86) . The tirst instability load of the actual equilibrium solution satisfies :
Note that A:(Z) is also given in this case by (54) and satisfies (55). (56) Ai. z ?\A. < -r/Z. <,(rr, Ai., i) = f,'(A. Z)rl+ ?,'(A. Z)
, f.
while for the symmetric case it takes the form :
This parametrization is equivalent to controlling the size of the imperfection E (or equivalently q) instead of controlling the amplitude 5 of the projection of the solution on the null space. The equilibrium and stability results for this new parametrization can be obtained from the equations given in this section if one sets C,, = I and drops the constraint zy! ,(i,')' = I. The advantage of this second parametrization is that by varying only A.
while keeping all the other parameters fixed. one can follow the actual equilibrium path of a given imperfect structure. The advantage of the first paramctrizution is that it includes the perfect structure. in addition to providing a simpler solution to the corresponding worst imperfection shape problem. as it will be seen in the next section. Two altcrnativc formulations of the bvorst impcrfcction problem will bc considcrcd. In both the solution to the equilibrium equations (42) or (45) (47) or (45) for the asymmetric or the syrnmclric cast rcspcctivcly. If the sotulion of (03) also satisties (56) the worst impcrfaction shape corrcspctnits to 3 tt)act ~ii~Isi~~i~i~~i. Ot'inicrc~t is the c;isc of% = 0, for-bvhich the solution of(Q) is siniptitiod considcrablc.
Iridccrl from (02) 
The results in (62)- (63) 
